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Abstract—The cooperative systems, such as cyber-physical sys-
tems (CPS) and system of systems (SoSs), are systems that operate
with collaborations between numerous heterogeneous systems to
accomplish common goals of the systems. These systems are often
safety-critical systems since they are increasingly used to perform
safety-related activities. Therefore, it is one of the important
behavior to assure the safety of such systems by identifying
potential hazards that lead to the accident by appropriate hazard
analysis techniques. Due to the nature of the cooperative systems,
such as dynamic changing structures or the existing multiple
number of configurations during operations, it is necessary
to consider such possible dynamic structures in the hazard
analysis. However, there are several limitations to identifying
hazards associated with such uncertainties through the existing
hazard analysis approaches. This paper proposes an approach of
hazard analysis considering dynamic configurations uncertainty
for cooperative systems. The proposed approach constructs a
variability information unfolding model from several system
specifications and traceability analysis results and provides the
process of using such information for hazard analysis. We also
performed a case study to show the feasibility of the proposed
approach with two systems.

Index Terms—Hazard analysis, Cooperative systems, STPA,
FMEA, Dynamic structures

I. INTRODUCTION

The cooperative systems, such as cyber-physical systems

(CPS) or system of systems (SoSs), are systems that share

information and tasks to achieve common goals of the sys-

tems [11]. These systems also have multiple collaborative

and interactive behaviors between numerous heterogeneous

systems during operations. The cooperative systems are often

safety-critical systems [18], for example, autonomous vehicles,

unmanned aerial vehicles, or health-care CPSs are repre-

sentative sorts of safety-critical cooperative systems. Since

these systems are increasingly used to perform safety-related

activities, it is an essential activity to demonstrate that the

whole system is acceptably safe from identified hazards [19],

[25] with the help of hazard analysis techniques. Hazard
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analysis is a systematic way to identify potential sources of

harm and derive safety requirements to mitigate/eliminate the

effects of failures/hazards [4].

There are several challenges related to dynamic natures to

be considered in the hazard analysis of cooperative systems.

Analyzing hazards and deriving safety requirements from an

integrator’s or cooperative perspectives is necessary for hazard

analysis of cooperative systems [3], [17]. In some cases, the

system structures may appear as the constitution of multiple

instances, and their collaborations at runtime [12]. Infinite

number of configurations during operation [8] is also possible

scenarios. In other words, the characteristics of cooperative

systems like “dynamically changing structure,” and “possi-
bility of the multiple numbers of configurations” [2], [8] can

lead to various operation circumstances with multiple dynamic

structures. These various circumstances during operation may

show various contexts that are emergent or potential hazardous

behaviors.

These dynamic features can cause variable structures of

system configurations (compositions) during operation, and

these variabilities of system configuration structures can also

be a factor causing uncertainty, which this paper regarded as

a dynamic configuration uncertainty for hazard analysis of

cooperative systems.Therefore, hazard analysis for coopera-

tive systems should also consider features that can generate

various situations at a higher level of structures. There exist

several studies for hazard analysis of collaborative/cooperative

systems considering variability [11], [18], or dynamic safety

assurance for the safety of collaborative CPSs at runtime [8]–

[10]. The previous study proposed an information unfolding

process and model [2] to perform STPA thoroughly with an

unfolded control structure that considers the variable cases of

control structures. However, it needs an additional method to

consider such uncertainties in creating a process model of

the STPA. Most existing studies do not directly cover the

uncertainties about dynamically changing structures or config-

urations of multiple systems in hazard analysis. Furthermore,

it is difficult to thoroughly consider various situations from

multiple configuration structures in a typical hazard analysis
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approach.

This paper proposes an approach of hazard analysis consid-

ering dynamic configuration uncertainty for cooperative sys-

tems. The proposed approach provides an intermediate model,

variability information unfolding model, which is based on

the previous studies [2], to identify and extract possible con-

figuration structures including operation states in cooperative

systems during operation thoroughly. And next, we also guides

to the use of this extracted information in the hazard analysis

with guidewords. We use both STPA [15], and FMEA [4],

which are representative hazard analysis techniques. Hazard

analysis with the two techniques is supported using certain

circumstances that can be created by the combination of the

captured configuration structures and the guidewords. The

proposed approach can help analysts identify diverse cases

of hazards under multiple different configuration structures

of cooperative systems. We also applied the proposed hazard

analysis approach to the two systems, the vehicle platooning

system, and the incident detection system, to show the feasi-

bility and applicability of the proposed approach.

The remainder of this paper is as follows. Section 2 in-

troduces hazard analysis techniques and related works as a

background. Section 3 shows a concept of the uncertainty

that would be handled in this paper. Section 4 explains the

proposed hazard analysis approach and section 5 shows the

case study and discussions of the paper. Finally, Section 6

concludes the paper and shows future directions.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Hazard Analysis

Hazard analysis is a systematic way to identify potential

hazards, their effects, and mitigation methods for assuring the

safety of systems [4]. It is importantly applied for safety-

critical systems since identifying potential hazards and mit-

igating the hazards by safety requirements is required by

the international standards such as [19], [26]. There are a

lot of hazard analysis techniques to use [4] in current, for

example, failure mode and effect analysis (FMEA), hazard

and operability (HAZOP) study, fault tree analysis (FTA), or

system-theoretic process analysis (STPA).

FMEA is a hazard analysis technique that identifies the

effects of potential failure mode of components, functions,

or assemblies [4]. It is a valuable tool for evaluating the

failure mode and failure rates. Performing FMEA typically

starts with identifying the functions or components of the

system, which are the analysis target, and their possible failure

modes. The FMEA uses a worksheet table that consists of

system-subsystem-function-failure mode-cause-effect-hazard-

recommend action, and analysis proceeds to fill the worksheet

table. There are also several variations for worksheet tables

according to the purpose or scope of the analysis. However, the

traditional process of the FMEA has limitations in identifying

multiple failures.

STPA [15], on the other hand, is also a hazard analysis

technique based on a system-theoretic accident model and

Fig. 1: A typical STPA process and the control structure [15]

process [27]. In the STPA, the system is viewed as a hierar-

chical structure in which higher-level components (controller)

control lower-level components (controlled process). And the

controlled process also generates feedback to higher-level

components. Then, STPA focuses on identifying hazardous

controls, called unsafe control actions (UCA), between the

controller and controlled process, as shown in the 〈Fig. 1〉.
UCAs are identified with four types which can occur in

controls between components. Finally, it analyzes the causes

of UCA.

STPA has received much attention for analyzing collabora-

tive and cooperative systems such as the SoSs and CPS [25],

[29], because the STPA has suitable concepts for analyzing the

hazardous behavior between components in SoSs. However,

cooperative systems consist of various dynamically changing

elements [8], [12], so we need to consider the situations that

occurring by such circumstances of structures in the hazard

analysis.

B. Related Works

Several studies have tried to perform hazard analysis for

SoSs or CPSs that are collaborative and cooperative systems.

Ali et al. [18] propose a method for safety analysis of CPSs

considering variability. The authors divided the variability,

which causes uncertainties in systems, into four categories

that are environmental, infrastructural, spatial, and temporal.

Jaradat et al. [3] propose a modular approach for safety

cases for safety assurance of industry 4.0 with considering

the key characteristics for safety in industry 4.0 - Modular
and Cooperative, Continuous and On-demand. They propose

a modular safety assurance case model by the combination of

the different actor’s responsibilities that are system integrators

and things or infrastructure providers. The authors also dis-

cussed the importance of “identifying emerging hazards due to
expected, yet unpredictable, reconfigurations or redeployments
of the architecture in multiple contexts [3].” Kabir et al. [8]

proposed a framework for providing dynamic safety assurance

for the cooperative system of systems to address the several

challenges of cooperative SoSs, such as uncertainty and mul-

tiple sets of configurations. The framework is formed as a

distributed multiagent system that has responsibilities to ob-
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serve and monitor the dependability of the system at runtime,

and an intelligent reasoning engine can make decisions. It can

consider the dynamic configuration changes in runtime, and

they do not focus on the hazard analysis of such situations.

The authors of [17] presented an extension of the ISO 26262

standard process from a single vehicle to a cooperative vehicle.

The extended process allows safety analysis of cooperative

driving architectures as proposing a methodology for analysis

of functional safety of cooperative driving architectures. They

performed hazard analysis and risk assessment process of the

ISO 26262 as two perspectives, a single vehicle scenario,

and cooperation vehicle scenarios. Therefore, the authors

considered the hazardous events at a cooperative perspectives

in vehicles with operational modes and situations. The authors

less dealt with situations about multiple configuration struc-

tures with surrounding systems in the hazard analysis. The

composite safety analysis approach for the system of CPSs

(SoCPS) was introduced by the authors of [11]. They called

the approach as SafeSoCPS. They analyzed potential hazards

for the network of CPSs and traced the faults among the whole

of participating CPSs. The traceability analysis among faults

in consittuent systems is connected by the relationships that

are proposed by the authors.

In this regard, hazard analysis for SoS has also been tried

and studied in several ways [28], [30], [31]. Baumgart et

al. [28] proposed a hierarchical process to document system-

of-systems specifications with their interactions in behaviors.

They also provide some guidewords, such as ’No,’ ’More,’

‘Late’ that are possible to apply to the safety analysis for

each level of SoSs structure. However, these studies lack con-

sideration of the variability which could be derived from the

dynamically changing structures in hazard analysis. Axelsson

et al. [29] proposed a hazard and risk analysis method for SoSs

based on system thinking theory. It aims at coping with risks

for SoSs and deriving safety requirements on the constituent

system for reducing the emergent risks of the SoSs. The paper

provides control diagram concepts that consist of a constituent

system and coordinator to represent and handle the SoSs level

model. Risk analysis with the STPA process first starts at the

SoS level loss and hazard analysis. Interface hazard analysis is

also importantly applied to hazard analysis for SoSs [32]. The

various way of hazard analysis for SoSs and CPSs, which are

used in cooperative systems, has been studied, nevertheless,

there still need for method to identify hazards in dynamic

configuration uncertainties.

III. DYNAMIC CONFIGURATION UNCERTAINTIES FROM

VARIABILITY OF DYNAMICALLY CHANGING STRUCTURES

Uncertainty in CPSs is usually defined as “the lack of
certainty (i.e., knowledge) about the timing and nature of
inputs, the state of a system, a future outcome, as well
as other relevant factors [1].” There are many factors that

create uncertainties, such as dynamic and unpredictable envi-

ronments, inaccuracy or indeterminism of dynamic systems,

limited knowledge of other systems, and temporal variability

factors [8], [14], [18]. Among the numerous variability factors

of uncertainties that can be found in cooperative systems, this

paper focuses on the uncertainty that can occur by dynamic

features cooperative systems such as “dynamically changing
structure [2],” and “possibility of the multiple numbers of
configurations” during operation. Multiple instances of the

same type systems are also possible cases [12] in coopera-

tive systems. These features can cause multiple structures of

system configurations (compositions) including surrounding

systems, and they result in various operation circumstances

about multiple configuration structures and system states dur-

ing operation. Consequently, these various circumstances are a

kind of variability factor causing uncertainty, which this paper

regards it a dynamic configuration uncertainty, which should

be considered in the hazard analysis.

Fig. 2: Four examples of possible configuration structures of

the platooning systems on the road

〈Fig. 2〉 shows four examples of possible structures that can

show features of dynamic configuration uncertainties occurring

by the variability of dynamically changing structures. The

operation states of platoons might be varied according to

the changes in the composition of vehicles and surrounding

systems. 〈Fig. 2 (a)〉 and 〈Fig. 2 (b)〉 show a normal scenario

of configuration structures in platoon driving that consists

of one leader and multiple follower vehicles. On the other

hand, 〈Fig. 2 (c)〉 〈Fig. 2 (d)〉 represent circumstances with

surrounding systems like non-platoon cut-in vehicle or incident

detection system. System nodes in such variable configuration

structures can be classified as intrasystem and intersystem.

Intrasystem means the system nodes belong to the same

system, and the intersystem is represented by other external

systems [7]. According to the composition and scope of the

cooperative systems, intra- and inter-systems nodes can exist

under dynamic operation circumstances when the analysis

target is selected.

The variable configuration structures and their changes can

be a hazardous state (i.e., hazard) itself, or they can be

considered as a triggering condition that leads to the hazards.

These cases also can be considered in combination with
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conditions like guidewords HAZOP (hazard and operability)

[4]. An identical activity of system function, in other words,

can be hazardous in particular circumstances of itself and

surrounding systems. The normal behavior of acceleration of

automotive vehicles with platooning systems may lead to an

accident when the surrounding incident alarm system on the

roadway sends incorrect information. Therefore, considering

the dynamic configuration uncertainty is also an important

issue for hazard analysis of cooperative systems. It also needs

to identify hazards from a cooperation perspective of systems

[16], [17].

IV. THE PROPOSED HAZARD ANALYSIS APPROACH

This section introduces the hazard analysis approach con-

sidering the dynamic configuration uncertainty for cooperative

systems proposed in this paper. The approach supports per-

forming the hazard analysis by providing supplementary infor-

mation about various configuration structures and application

perspectives as guidewords. Section A shows an overview of

the proposed approach and Section B introduces the extended

intermediate model, called variability information unfolding

model. Section C explains hazard analysis using the extracted

variability information.

A. Overview of the proposed approach

〈Fig. 3〉 shows an overview of the proposed approach.

Identifying the scope and purpose of the target system and

surrounding systems is necessary before the analysis, like

other typical hazard analysis techniques. In this step, various

information about elements in dynamically changing structures

of systems should be identified and collected from available

system specifications such as plans or software requirements

specification (SRS). Individual systems or multiple instances

of systems are all possible examples of multiple elements.

Relationships such as controlling relations, interactions,

or connections between these components should also be

identified because those are important information to reveal

the dynamically changing structures. Such relations can also

be revealed between different modes in multiple instances

of the same systems with different responsibilities. We use

the traceability/connectivity relationship analysis for CPSs

proposed in the [22] to set and identify the scope/range of

the systems.

(Step 1) This step constructs an intermediate model to

extract/identify the possible configuration structures and their

states in cooperative systems during operation. We extend the

information unfolding model (IUM), which is proposed in the

[2] previously, to encompass the surrounding systems. The

extended model, called the variability information unfolding

model (VIUM), represents the possible structural changes of

configurations. The model also contains a hierarchical finite

state machine (FSM) internally because the FSMs behave

differently depending on the current state or mode, so they

could play a role in finding various combinations of con-

figuration structures.In this step, analysts have to consider

the identification of multiple composed system elements and

changed structures. Various relationships between systems,

system elements, and development artifacts, such as trace-

ability link types about internal interaction node,’ ‘multi-
mode item,’ or ‘external interaction node’ in the [22], can

serve as the basic foundation for identifying artifacts that are

used to establish uncertainty information for supporting hazard

analysis.

Before proceeding the step 2, unfolding the model and

capturing each structure, which appears to changes of con-

figuration structures and states, from the VIUM is required. It

is before a “combine captured structures and guidewords” sub-

step, as shown in the middle of the 〈Fig. 3〉. These captured

structures and states will be employed in the hazard analysis

with guidewords to provide various contexts that are possibly

hazardous scenarios.

(Step 2) We suggest four ways use the circumstances, which

are the combination of captured structures and guidewords,

for two hazard analysis techniques, FMEA and STPA. As

shown in the 〈Fig. 3〉, several guidewords could be combined

with the extracted structures to provide a division of such

situations in this step. The combination of captured structures

and guidewords (i.e. a certain operation circumstances) can

help analysts consider the hazards under such circumstances

additionally and thoroughly according to the method of usage.

The red rectangular labeled in each hazard analysis technique

in the 〈Fig. 3〉 are the point of using the information in four

ways proposed in this paper. The extracted circumstances play

a role in providing supplementary contexts for hazard analysis

to help determine whether the situation can be hazardous or

not with these circumstances. It will help analysts identify

hazardous behavior in intended functionality or hazardous

function itself.

B. Constructing the variability information unfolding model

This section introduces the variability information unfolding

model (VIUM) proposed in this paper. The VIUM extends

from the IUM (information unfolding model) proposed in the

[2], as mentioned earlier. It is also based on the hierarchical

finite state machine (FSM) to represent variability information

as constructing variable configuration structures of systems.

While the IUM is a model for helping STPA analysts list

all possible combinations of control structure thoroughly,

we extend it to be able to represent system configuration

changes, including surrounding systems with some additional

identifiers.

A simplified definition of the variability information

unfolding model (VIUM) is as follows:

VIUM = 〈N, I, ni〉, where

• N : a set of individual systems
• I : a set of transitions, N×N
• ni : an intra system (a target system for hazard analysis),

an element of N
The model consists of systems represented as a node, N, and

their interactions as transitions, where the ni is a target system

of hazard analysis. All systems except ni, are surrounding
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Fig. 3: An overview of the proposed hazard anaylsis approach

systems possibly connected/interacted in a dynamic environ-

ment. Transitions I are any connections/relations/interactions

between system nodes. This transition element can also be

a point of interface hazard analysis of system of systems.

The N would also have various internal structures. We define

these structures as a model based on the FSM with IUM. A

definition of the system node is as follows:

N = 〈E , C〉 , where

• E = 〈S, L, T〉
– S : a finite set of states (Modes)
– L : a set of transition labels
– T : a set of transitions, S×L×S

• C = (T, M, c)

– T : a set of transitions, E×M×c×E
– M : a set of pairs of multiplicities
– c : a label for control relationship, {T, F}

The principal notation does not differ from the IUM [2].

The node N is a structural model based on FSM definitions

consisting of nodes and transitions, whereas the node E is

also FSMs of modes/states. In some cases, the E can be

both entities for system instances or component entities in

systems. And transitions C are controlling relations or inter-

action/connection relations between nodes, therefore, it has a

label for marking whether the transition is in a controlling

relationship. If the control relationship of c is true, it can

be used to construct various control structures, as explained

in the [2]. Otherwise, this transition means two entities have

interactions or connections relationships, and they can also

be a candidate for interface hazard analysis at cooperative

perspectives. A multiplicity in the transition label means that

the configuration structure can have multiple elements of

system/component entities.

〈Fig. 4〉 is an example of the VIUM. In the figure, the

‘System 1’ is a target system that is ni in the VIUM, and this

system will have various configuration structures in operation.

For example, ‘System 1’ operates under the structures that

have (Controller 1), which has three modes, and other elements

such as controls 1..3 (Controlled 1) and 0..3 (Node 2) accord-

ing to the multiplicity symbols. ‘System 2’ also has nodes

represented in the E elements of the model. The important

thing in modeling the configurations by using the VIUM is that

the elements, E in the N, mean individual instance elements

of systems.

Fig. 4: An example VIUM

Before performing the hazard analysis, as mentioned earlier,

we should extract and identify various structures and states

in the dynamic operations of systems from the VIUM. For

example, we construct 24 cases of structures of the ‘System 1’

from the VIUM in the 〈Fig. 4〉. Among the various structures,

one operating structures in which the system structures consist

of one ‘Controller 1,’ two ‘Controlled 1,’ and one ‘Node

2’ is possibly identified. And each system node in these

various configuration structures can also be distinguished by

the internal states of the model. The VIUM is used to identify

various configuration structures and states by unfolding all
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possible structures of cooperative systems. As a result, the

analysts can capture structures/states thoroughly in dynamic

operations for hazard analysis. Generating unfolding structures

of one system is the same as the algorithm introduced in the

[2], and this paper applies the algorithm as many times as the

system exists in the model.

C. Hazard analysis with variability information

This step performs hazard analysis with the variability

information that can be represented as various circumstances

with guidewords. The basic principle of performing hazard

analysis in this step is the same as the typical process of

the STPA and FMEA. The only difference is the additional

thought about the possibilities of hazards under the identified

circumstances. Then, the guidewords are used so that analysts

can consider various scenarios with the identified configuration

structures in the hazard analysis. It would be able to broaden

the thinking of the hazards under various situations from

configuration changes.

The guidewords have been used in several hazard analysis

techniques like FMEA or HAZOP. The traditional HAZOP

analysis uses several guidewords, such as ‘No,’ ‘Less,’ ‘Part

of,’ Etc. [4]. Various types and contents for guidewords

also have been proposed, for example, accuracy, security,

or functionality in software hazard analysis [5], [6] and the

guidewords also used in hazard analysis of SoSs [28]. The

followings are examples of guidewords that are possibly

combined with the identified configuration structures in this

paper, as shown in the 〈Fig. 3〉.
• As is: This guideword applies a captured circumstance,

structures, and states of the composed system nodes to

the hazard analysis as they are.

• No (Fail): This guideword assumes that a system node

in a captured configuration structure does not operate or

fails to operate/perform.

• Incorrect (Behavior, value): The intention of the ‘In-
correct’ guideword is to assume that a system node does

not operate correctly for its purposes, such as unintended

behavior or incorrect output.

• Part of: The ‘Part of ’ is used to assume situations which

only a part of the system nodes (entities) in the captured

configuration structure operates correctly.

• Late: This means that a certain system node’s behavior

operates too late.

A one example of combination is about when combining

‘Part of ’ guidewords and 〈Fig. 2 (d)〉, analysts can get a

circumstance about “platoon driving vehicles with two fol-

lowers and road-safety system exist then part of vehicles does

not operate correctly.” Other guidewords can also apply to

the various structures generated from VIUM. Hazard analysis

concretely uses these circumstances as various ways to iden-

tify additional/supplementary hazardous scenario, behavior or

controls.

This paper proposes four possible points to apply the

identified circumstances to hazard analysis. Case 1 ∼ 3 of

the 〈Fig. 3〉 on the FMEA/STPA in the (STEP 2) correspond

to it. Case 1 in the 〈Fig. 3〉 uses the circumstances, which are

guidewords and configuration structure, as the failure mode

of the analysis target system. For example, identifying which

effects occur if the connected systems (both intra- or inter-

system nodes) in the captured configuration structures fail

to operate using the ‘No (Fail)’ guidewords. This usage is

similar to other hazard analysis approach for SoSs [28]. The

application method of Case 2 uses the circumstances as context

information to provide additional information to judge whether

the failure mode and analyzed effects of the target item are

hazardous. This usage is similar to the context of unsafe

control action (UCA) in STPA.

The next two usages are involved in the two steps of STPA,

which are the steps of identifying unsafe control action and

constructing a control structure. They both relate to the context

of UCAs. In the case of the process model, the variability

information is applied to construct the process model, which

relates to the context with multiple control structures [2], while

the case of UCA uses the variability information as the context

directly for identifying unsafe control actions.

Then, analysts should significantly choose the guidewords

according to the application point and captured situations. Not

all the guidewords fit every situation and system relationship.

A distinction between intra-system and inter-system is also

critical to determine to guidewords applying. The ‘As is’

guideword is unsuitable for identifying failure mode in the

FMEA, on the other hand, it may provide helpful information

to identify hazards from the effects of the failure mode. We

introduce a case study about performing hazard analysis with

the proposed approach in the next section.

V. CASE STUDY

We performed a case study to show the applicability of

the proposed hazard analysis approach with two systems. The

target system is a vehicle platooning system [20], [21] which

operates in automotive vehicles on the road, and the road

contains an automatic incident detection system (AIDS) [24]

to detect and provide alarms of the incidents. This section

introduces the target system and analysis results of the case

study. 〈Fig. 5〉 shows a conceptual overview of the platooning

system and AIDS in the case study.

Fig. 5: A conceptual overview of the platooning system and

AIDS

A. Target Systems: vehicle platooning systems with automatic
incident detection system

We use the vehicle platooning system example [22] and

the automatic incident detection system example [24] in the
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case study. The case study uses as system specifications

preliminary functional requirements and software requirements

specification in [22]. The vehicle platooning system is a

kind of cooperative automotive system for enhancing traffic

capacity and energy efficiency, and AIDS detects several

incidents on the road and sends alarms to the vehicles. A

one-leader vehicle leads and controls the following vehicles

composing the platoon as described in 〈Fig. 5〉. It also has

many functions such as create/join/leave platoon, merge, split,
acceleration/deceleration, leader change, and so on. We did

not include the functions and details related to automotive

driving itself in the case study. The join/leave function of the

platooning system is ‘joining an external vehicle into the pla-

toon’ and ‘exporting the following vehicle from the platoon,’

respectively. The merge function combines two platoons into

one platoon with one leader vehicle, on the other hand, split
function divides one platoon into two platoons. Other functions

also have their own operations.

AIDS is a kind of support system on the road for safety.

We use the requirements of AIDS in Korea [24] for the

case study. The basic functional requirements of AIDS are

detecting sudden incidents on the road, distinguishing and

determining that the detected incident is a valid case, and

sending alarms through various media such as electronic

displays, infrastructure network messages, or radio. It consists

of two sub-systems, which are the roadside equipment sub-

system, including sensor, radar, or camera, and the main-

control sub-system that stores incident data and manages them.

B. A summary of the case study

This section shows a summary of the hazard analysis for the

vehicle platooning system with the proposed approach. We

first construct the VIUM from various system specifications

and their traceability analysis results. 〈Fig. 6〉 shows a part

of traceability relationships for the platooning system and

AIDS, which are proposed in [22], [23]. It shows various

relationships between development artifact elements, such as

functional requirements in software requirements specifica-

tions, and interaction-related relationships are also identified.

We also checked the existence of various modes of the

platooning system (e.g., leader, follower, external mode) and

several subsystems in the AIDS.

We, consequently, identified three elements leader, follower,

and non-platoon (external) vehicle in the platooning system

and two elements road-side equipment and Center in the

AIDS from the specifications manually. The three elements

of the platoon system are individual entities of systems that

are different modes and have responsibilities, and the two

elements of the AIDS are component entities. They also have

interactions, as shown in the 〈Fig. 6〉. For example, link types

such as ‘External interaction node’ and ‘Internal interaction
node’ represent these connections.

〈Fig. 7〉 shows the VIUM of the platooning system and

AIDS in the case study. The relationships between elements

and an individual FSM for each element are also identi-

fied. The arrow between the vehicle platooning system and

Fig. 6: A part of traceability analysis results [22], [23]

AIDS means they have interactions in operations. Elements

in each system exist in multiple instances during operations,

for example, the leader can have multiple followers and can

also interact with multiple external vehicles while controlling

relations exist between identified elements with multiplicities.

AIDS also has similar multiplicities, as shown in the figure.

Fig. 7: A VIUM for platooning system and AIDS in the case

study

According to the proposed approach, we need to unfold

and identify the possible configuration structures from the

VIUM and combine the guidewords to generate circumstances.

Unfolding the model is based on the algorithms introduced

in the previous study [2] by exhaustive search and cartesian

product of the model. 〈Fig. 8〉 shows three cases of configu-

ration structures generated from the VIUM while assuming *

is up to 5. The inside text of parenthesis of each box (node)

means states of the system respectively. 〈Fig. 8 (a)〉 represents

a structure that is a case of 〈Fig. 2 (d)〉. And 〈Fig. 8 (b)〉
represents a operation state that a one leader leads the platoon

driving that consists of two followers and one other leader exist

near the platoon. Then, one follower is leaving the platoon and

the other leader is performing the merge function.

〈Fig. 9〉 and 〈Fig. 10〉 are analysis results of FMEA and

STPA for the vehicle platooning system, respectively. We did

not include the further step of the hazard analysis, which is

identifying causes and losses of unsafe control actions, in
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Fig. 8: Three examples of configuration structures generated

from 〈Fig. 7〉

this case study. Using the configuration structure described

in the 〈Fig. 8〉 combined with guidewords, analysts, conse-

quently, get help to identify several additional possibilities of

unsafe/hazardous events, failure modes, or situations which are

underlined and bold texts in the 〈Fig. 9〉 and 〈Fig. 10〉. For

example, the failure mode of ‘Part of followers fail to operate
(Fig. 8 (a) + part of)’ means a specific situation in the 〈Fig. 8

(a)〉 and then part of followers fail to operate when analyzing

the lane change function of the leader mode vehicle. The third

row of ‘Merge’ function in the 〈Fig. 9〉 is not quite different

from hazard analysis results of fail to merge request behavior.

However, it has been meaningful in providing different aspects

of analysis like identifying failure effects of leader vehicles,

which receives the merge request, when other leader fails its

function.

The results of STPA also shows several UCAs with the

identified circumstances. UCA No. 4, 10, 11, and 12 are

examples of UCAs under certain circumstances, which are

further identified using the VIUM and guidewords. The UCA

11 is almost the same as the UCA introduced in the previous

study [2] except for the differences between acceleration

and deceleration, meanwhile, the UCA 10 and 12 are added

scenarios that consider the structures and states of surrounding

systems. Hazardous controls also occur in various situations

in intra-/inter-system relationships.

As a result, we could identify several hazardous failure

modes, hazards, and UCAs that can emerge under the var-

ious circumstances about variable configuration structures of

multiple-cooperative systems. The proposed approach can help

analysts check and find hazards occur by dynamic configura-

tion uncertainties in dynamic operations. So it offers opportu-

nities to identify various scnearios/cases of hazardous/unsafe

events and failure modes thoroughly. These contexts are not

easy to elicit in typical hazard analysis process. It, neverthe-

less, is not that straightforward to find all of such possible

structures and situations, especially in cooperative systems that

show dynamic configuration uncertainties. It would provide

the basic foundation for identifying various structures for

supporting hazard analysis.

C. Discussions

The case study shows that the proposed approach can

support the hazard analysis to identify hazardous failure modes

or UCAs for cooperative systems with supplementary contexts,

as shown in the 〈Fig. 9〉 and 〈Fig. 10〉. The identification

of hazards under such features is sometimes hard to analyze

with the typical approach of hazard analysis. The hazard

analysis for SoSs mainly focuses on identifying hazards in

communication or collaborative behavior at SoSs-level archi-

tecture according to the characteristics of SoSs [28]. The

interface, interoperability, resource, and proximity hazards

are representative categories for hazards in SoSs [30]. The

transitions in VIUM, between platooning system and AIDS

in the case study example, also can be a target item for

interface hazards analysis. The authors of [17] introduces

several hazards of cooperative function of the platooning

system such as “Platoon does not merge with other platoon

when this is desired,” “Vehicles in platoon do not keep enough

distance,” and so on. We think the proposed approach of this

paper may show another aspects of cooperation hazards under

various circumstances in dynamic operations. And hazards,

which are identified/assumed in this paper, are helpful to

develop safety requirements for cooperative functions.

However, the proposed approach cannot always cover all

possible structures, of course, because it depends on construct-

ing the VIUM thoroughly. The feature, Dynamic, has many

more issues that need to be considered in safety analysis,

except as discussed in this paper. There exist several studies

for dynamic safety assurance of CPSs or cooperative systems

of systems [8], [9], or the safety case for assurance [3]. It is

usually considered that foreseeing all potential configurations

and scenarios of cooperative systems at design time is certainly

not possible [8]. The VIUM may be extended with such rea-

soning and a dependability model for representing dynamics

in the nature of cooperative systems. Therefore, the proposed

approach of this paper should also consider such possibilities

of changes in constructing the VIUM.

Another issue is the complexity of the VIUM. The more

complex the VIUM becomes, the more difficult is increased

because the purpose of the proposed approach produces all

possible structures from searching the VIUM mechanically.

In the worst case, it may be impossible to predict the size of

results from the exponential size of elements of VIUM. To

reduce the complexity of the VIUM and generated structures,

appropriate method and studies should be performed. And it

might rarely seem possible to apply the proposed approach

without a CASE (computer-aided software engineering) tool.

A systematic and automatic way to extract and construct

variability information and model would help perform hazard

analysis efficiently.
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Fig. 9: Analysis results of FMEA for the vehicle platooning system (excerpt)

Fig. 10: Analysis results of STPA for the vehicle platooning system (excerpt)
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

This paper proposes a hazard analysis approach for co-

operative systems, which shows the dynamic configuration

uncertainties. We provide a variability information unfolding

model, which extended from the information unfolding model

[2] in this paper. The proposed immediate model can model

the variability of structures and thoroughly identify possible

configuration structures of systems by unfolding the model.

This paper also provides guidewords that can generate a

situation corresponding to the captured structures. The cir-

cumstances, which is identified by combining a captured

configuration and guidewords, is used for the hazard analysis

in four points according to the hazard analysis process. They

are the failure mode and hazard clause of the FMEA table

and identification of the context of UCA in the STPA. We

also performed a case study with two systems that are the

vehicle platooning system and automatic incident detection

system. The case study shows that identifying some UCAs

and failure modes that are possible in certain circumstances.

The proposed approach will help safety analysts consider and

identify hazardous failure modes and UCAs of cooperative

systems that are possibly generated from various configuration

structures under dynamic configuration uncertainty. We are

now planning the development of CASE tool for applying

the proposed approach (semi-)automatically in hazard analysis,

and also have a plan to develop the method of using several

reasoning models like other dynamic safety assurance methods

[8] to construct VIUM effectively.
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